
 

 

POLARIS OPERATIONS 

 

Specialist Close Protection Course 

For potential  Female PPOs 

27th- March—9th April 2017 

 

This course is a full Btec Level 3 Award  

This course is FREE to selected candidates  

Protecting  -  Enabling  -  Supporting 



The Fairer Option, Not The Softer Option 

The core modules required by the SIA for the Btec 

qualification for licensing– This the basic entry 

level to the industry 

 

 1:           Roles and Responsibilities of the Close     

Protection Operative       

2:           Threat and Risk Assessment 

3:           Surveillance Awareness 

4:           Operational Planning     

5:           Law and Legislation             

6:           Interpersonal and interoperability s              

7:           Close Protection Teamwork and Briefing 

8:          Conduct Reconnaissance and planning 

9:          Close Protection Foot Drills 

10:         Route Selection & planning 

11:         Close Protection Journey Management 

12:         Search Procedures for Protection Officers 

13:         Incident Management 

14:         Venue and Residence Security 

The Close Protection Course for  
Female Protection Officers  

CONNECTING YOU TO THE TRAINING THAT  SETS THE STANDARD. 

 

 

  ‘The Female Operators are now  the critical dimension in the team.’     

Client comment after using female PPOs for the  first time  

We have  over 18 visiting trainers, lecturers or employers presenting as part of 

the March 2017  course, in addition to our core instructional team  

The increase in demand for protection officers in the late 20th Century has contin-

ued into the 21st. The greatest area of growth within the sector has been in the 

provision of trained competent and confident female operatives to work with cli-

ents, their wives and above all their children. The female operator in the commer-

cial  sector will from the moment they set foot in the operating arena be required 

to deliver the ultimate service from day one. There will be no learning the ropes in 

corridors or as part of a team. Female operators are tasked with not just female 

clients personally but also the wives and children of clients directly. These family 

members are often more at risk of being used to pressure the parent or apply pres-

sure to a parent or spouse so as to adversely  influence the client. Female operators 

are as likely to take on the role of Personal Assistant  as an enabling task as they are 

to be purely protection officers. We have designed a course that enables potential 

operators to meet key personalities from areas such as personal shopping, Hotel 

Concierges, part planners, education, hair and beauty as well as the diverse security 

spheres outlined below. 

The course is modelled on the National Protection Officers Course with the same exercise 

scenarios as used in the  government course throughout– without firearms as per |UK 

law. The training is intense and designed to be as realistic as possible. We introduce each 

skillset over time and build to multi-level operational exercises throughout London ant 

the South-east.– Using a full inventory of vehicles from  Rolls-Royce, Range Rover , Mer-

cedes etc through to a helicopter and  luxury launch. All the trainers are currently em-

ployed on the ‘Circuit’ and we have current female team members dropping in through-

out the course for informal chats who will be free to offer any advice you may want. None 

of our trainers are retired or non-operational. We practice what we teach. 

These locations just a sample of the areas used as part of our course- 

SIA  Approved Pearson Level 3 Btec  in 

Close protection Operations 



Defensive and Operational Driving 

This package is delivered by the Pro-

tection Driver & Security Chauffeur 

Association and serves as  an introduc-

tion to specialist driving skills and tech-

niques.  This element is delivered at a 

secure Home Counties site and is truly 

the sharp end of protection delivered  

by world class protection driving train-

ers  .  This is delivered by the team at 

www.pdsca.co.uk  

 

Physical Intervention 

During the course we deliver both the 

SIA requirement Physical Intervention 

package for DS licenses as well as a 

more realistic form of  physical protec-

tion techniques. These are delivered  

by world class instructors and  are ex-

ternally certificated as part of a CPD 

 

 

                                                                                                                           Protecting  -  Enabling  -  Supporting 

The candidates for this course will need to be able to demonstrate the following 
attributes  during training-  

Forms appropriate operational risk assessments 

Adapts operational response to changing environments 

Monitors the working environment and maintains a flexible approach 

Demonstrates appropriate tactical positioning on foot 

Demonstrates appropriate tactical positioning with vehicles 

Uses non-verbal communication effectively in tactical situations 

Uses force appropriately and is able to offer justification  

Chooses appropriate equipment for the task 

Uses relevant equipment appropriately 

Demonstrates appropriate knowledge of the role 

Demonstrates appropriate knowledge of organisational policy and strategy 

Demonstrates awareness of current affairs 

Adapts personal style to a variety of social settings 

Personal appearance is appropriate to the task 

Demonstrates dexterity and co-ordination 

Shows an ability to cope with multi-tasking 

Gives an air of confidence and composure 

Adjusts concentration levels appropriately during the day 

   THIS IS NOT AN ATTENDANCE  ONLY COURSE 



 

 
Candidates  for the UK course must meet the following standards- 

Be a UK or EU Citizen. 

Hold a full driving License 

Ideally be older than 23 years 

Be of good character— DBS records required for some tasks. 

Physically in proportion and able to undertake physical tasks. 

Be able to  speak and write  in English to an excellent standard. 

Be groomed and presentable.  

International students attending in UK please contact us 

for requirements  

Upon application to attend the course a  medical letter 

and  declaration of mental competency will be required. 

All candidates able to fulfil the course will be considered. 

 
 

Polaris Operations  
 
E-mail: training@polaris-operations.co.uk 
 
 30 Red Lion Street 

Richmond  

Surrey TW9 1RB 

The fairer option not the softer option UK  Female CP COURSE      1/17 

The above course on the dates above only  

This does not includes the FPOS –I module 

Our Standard CP Course Costs- £ 1800 inc 

Accommodation at the course venue can be ar-

ranged separately at excellent rates if required but is 

not included in the free offer. 

 

Continuous professional development delivered by 

an operational company  

All our courses delivered under our banner or as 

white label by some of the biggest entities in the 

specialist security sector  are relevant and based 

around the changing demands of  varied clients 

operating throughout the globe 


